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(Harmonica). There is a vast amount of knowledge throughout the world about how to make the
harmonica sound better and play better, but little of it is written down. This fully illustrated book
solves the problem. It contains sections on: how to buy a harmonica, common problems, advice
about tools and techniques for using them, the basic parts of the chromatic harmonica, solutions
to improve sound and functionality, experimenting on old harmonicas, tuning, and much more.
For chromatic players, but diatonic players will learn just as much.

From the Inside FlapLearn to:Play right out of the box, with little or no experienceCreate exciting
rhythms and make that wonderful wailing soundBend notes like a proPlay along with harmonica
songs online and hear the sound you’re going forMake music with the harmonica using this fun
and easy guideEven if you’ve never gotten your hands on a harmonica, this easy-to-follow and
friendly guide makes it possible—and easy—to start making those unmistakable, signature
sounds straight out of the box. Packed with tips, tools, and instructions, Harmonica For Dummies
will have you playing all kinds of musical styles on this instrument in a flash!Start your harmonica
experience — find expert guidance on shopping for a harmonica, making your first sounds,
finding the key of a song, and exploring rhythm basicsCraft your skills — start playing chords
and single notes, shape your sound with your throat and hands, enhance your notes with your
tongue on the harp, and bend notes down and upTake position — discover how positions help
your playing, develop flair and speed, master new songs, and start playing along with music to
master your skillsFind your style — whether it’s blues and rock, country tunes, or fiddlin’ the
night away with folk and Celtic songs, discover the many musical styles you can play on the
harmonicaPut it all together — put your music out into the world with guidance on arranging and
adding vocals to your tunes, working with a band, and amplifying your soundOpen the book and
find:Guidance on counting timeThe scoop on relaxation, breathing, and rhythmWays to combine
chords and melodiesDevelop a repertoire of tunesThe importance of practicing persistenceThe
secrets of playing overblows and overdrawsHow to use effects to alter a harmonica’s soundTips
for maintaining and improving the performance of your harmonicasFrom the Back CoverLearn
to:Play right out of the box, with little or no experienceCreate exciting rhythms and make that
wonderful wailing soundBend notes like a proPlay along with harmonica songs online and hear
the sound you’re going forMake music with the harmonica using this fun and easy guideEven if
you’ve never gotten your hands on a harmonica, this easy-to-follow and friendly guide makes it
possible―and easy―to start making those unmistakable, signature sounds straight out of the
box. Packed with tips, tools, and instructions, Harmonica For Dummies will have you playing all
kinds of musical styles on this instrument in a flash!Start your harmonica experience ― find
expert guidance on shopping for a harmonica, making your first sounds, finding the key of a



song, and exploring rhythm basicsCraft your skills ― start playing chords and single notes,
shape your sound with your throat and hands, enhance your notes with your tongue on the harp,
and bend notes down and upTake position ― discover how positions help your playing, develop
flair and speed, master new songs, and start playing along with music to master your skillsFind
your style ― whether it’s blues and rock, country tunes, or fiddlin’ the night away with folk and
Celtic songs, discover the many musical styles you can play on the harmonicaPut it all together
― put your music out into the world with guidance on arranging and adding vocals to your tunes,
working with a band, and amplifying your soundOpen the book and find:Guidance on counting
timeThe scoop on relaxation, breathing, and rhythmWays to combine chords and
melodiesDevelop a repertoire of tunesThe importance of practicing persistenceThe secrets of
playing overblows and overdrawsHow to use effects to alter a harmonica’s soundTips for
maintaining and improving the performance of your harmonicasAbout the AuthorWinslow Yerxa
is a widely known and respected harmonica player, teacher, and author. He has written,
produced, and starred in many harmonica book and video projects. He provides private
harmonica instruction worldwide and currently teaches at The California Jazz Conservatory in
Berkeley, California.Read more
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Paul Mazurek, “Easily explained if you want to play a Harmonica you should know h. If you play
a Harmonica you should know how to take care of it  ,,,a Great book to learn”

Bill Lynch, “Useful but leaves out some important information. This is a well-written and
illustrated set of instructions on how to repair your harmonica. It has extensive information on the
tools needed and details on the steps in procedures to fix and maintain a harmonica. I found the
steps to accurately reflect what you need to do. It mainly focuses on chromatic harmonicas
although the information works well for diatonic harmonicas also. There is much information on
the details of how harmonicas work with great graphics. It also goes extensively into retuning or
fixing the reeds.My only significant negative is that it misses the opportunity to list the
frequencies of harmonica notes. If you are going to retune a reed, you really need that
information. It's a shame to force you to have to look elsewhere to find it.”

JS, “Worth Reading. Lots of great information if you are planning to rebuild/repair/alter your
harmonica from the bottom up. Many repairs/alterations require re-plating of harmonica parts so
consider this before attempting anything. I found this book to be very informative and especially
useful for getting an old Hohner 270 Chromatic to perform better (slide operation and reed
tuning). Book focuses mainly on Chromatics, but the info is usful for other types as well. Worth
the read.”

eagleswing, “excellent guide for hands on repair. when your harps start to go it will cost you
minimum of $40 (per hour, local) to $290 (hohner flat charge to repair any chromatic.) this
book gives dirctions for easy to complex repairs of both. it's the best value in a harp
owner's collection (and  I  have 40 of them )”

R. A. England, “Worth reading. There was a good deal of information in this book that I will put to
use and some that I will never attempt. None the less, I learned a great deal about harmonica
construction and function.  It was worth the price.”

Haragano, “Good info but specific to only this type of harmonica. This book is written for a
Chromatic Harmonica not the one pictured on the cover. Good info but specific to only this type
of harmonica.”

Joyce Wevers, “for harmonica-users. Quite informative. Clear descriptions. There is nothing else
avalaible I know of to do little repairs on your harmonica.Very useful, also for beginners.Main
topics on chromatic harmonica's , but blues-players can also gain much from the book.Topics
include: the mouthpiece, slide movement, spring, Body, reed plates, reeds, tuning and adjusting
reeds, rivets, windsaving valves.A very fine book, in nice lay-out.”



AfterTheEvent, “Chromatic Harmonica Maintenance Improvement and Tuning.. Seems like a
very useful book for the chromatic owner. As the previous reviewer said despite the cover art
this book deals exclusively with Chromatic Harmonicas (although some of the material may be
transferable).Covers from sealing with beeswax to improve air-tightness, right up to changing the
shape of the comb using Isopon (scary). Only 4 stars because there are one or two places it
could use some better illustrations / photographs. Generally though theres nothing serious to
complain of in a useful book at a bargain price.”

C, “Five Stars. :)”

Roger, “easy to. Very helpful, easy to use”

Ebook Library Reader, “Four Stars. Useful”

The book by Winslow Yerxa has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 52 people have provided feedback.
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